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DEATH AT OLANA A classic detective novel set in the historic Hudson Valley Death at Olana follows in
the tradition begun by Agatha Christie, P.D. James, and Ruth Rendell---a classic detective story featuring a
female sleuth. The book opens at Olana, former home of painter Frederic Church, during a festive Christmas
party. The evening’s centerpiece is to be the unveiling of an hitherto unknown nude portrait by Church. But
at the moment of the unveiling, the curtain parts to reveal another nude---Sheila Marks, the director of Olana,
hanging by a rope in view of 300 guests. The narrative voice of the heroine, Lindsey Brooks, is warm,
erudite, and witty. Lindsey has an art and antiques background; she has helped New York City detectives
with cases of stolen antiques and smuggled art. Recruited for the Olana case by the Hudson, New York
sheriff, an old friend formerly of the NYPD, she is joined by her butler, Bennett, and a colorful cast of
Hudson Valley worthies, sycophants, and well-born----but not always well-behaved---eccentrics, several of
whom loathed Sheila enough to kill her. The secret of the haunting portrait ultimately reveals the murderer
and the dark motive hidden for half a century. The Hudson Valley milieu is lively and attractive--- historic
homes, antiques, rivalries, town-gown intrigues.
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From reader reviews:

Gerald Hackler:

The book Death at Olana can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about
everything you want. Why then must we leave the great thing like a book Death at Olana? Some of you have
a different opinion about e-book. But one aim which book can give many data for us. It is absolutely proper.
Right now, try to closer along with your book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, it is possible
to give for each other; you could share all of these. Book Death at Olana has simple shape however, you
know: it has great and large function for you. You can appearance the enormous world by start and read a
book. So it is very wonderful.

Evelyn Garcia:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book particularly book entitled
Death at Olana the mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect that maybe
unfamiliar for but surely will end up your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a
publication then become one type conclusion and explanation that will maybe you never get prior to. The
Death at Olana giving you one more experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful
info for your better life on this era. So now let us present to you the relaxing pattern is your body and mind
will likely be pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning a sport. Do you want to try this
extraordinary investing spare time activity?

Linda Griffin:

Reading a book to become new life style in this season; every people loves to study a book. When you read a
book you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge, because
book has a lot of information onto it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts of book that
you have read. If you want to get information about your review, you can read education books, but if you
act like you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics, along
with soon. The Death at Olana offer you a new experience in looking at a book.

Mary Wines:

What is your hobby? Have you heard which question when you got students? We believe that that question
was given by teacher to their students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. And you know
that little person just like reading or as looking at become their hobby. You must know that reading is very
important in addition to book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to include you knowledge, except
your current teacher or lecturer. You discover good news or update in relation to something by book.
Numerous books that can you decide to try be your object. One of them is Death at Olana.
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